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The most likely explanation for the

presence of the 37-kDa RNase L pro-

tein—one that has not been excluded by

these researchers—is that the protein is a

normal product of monocytes. Therefore,

its presence has no predictive value for

disease and cannot be used as a diagnostic

marker for CFS, even if there is strong

interest in doing so.
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Influenza Surveillance
with Rapid
Diagnostic Tests

Sir—We would like to respond to the letter

by Robert Hudson [1] in which he incor-

rectly stated that “no government agency

provides disease surveillance” for influenza.

The Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention (CDC), in coordination with state

and territorial health departments, has long

conducted both virus and disease surveil-

lance for influenza in the United States.

One component of this system is a national

network of volunteer sentinel physicians in

47 states who, each week from October

through May, report the percentage of their

patient visits that are for influenza-like ill-

ness. The CDC also collects and reports

national data on influenza virus detection

(by means of both virus isolation and rapid

test); the mortality associated with pneu-

monia and influenza in 122 participating

cities; and state-specific assessments of in-

fluenza activity, as reported by state and

territorial epidemiologists [2]. The com-

bined data provide an authoritative, com-

prehensive, and timely national assessment

of influenza virus and disease activity and

are relied upon by international and na-

tional public health authorities and physi-

cians. The surveillance reports are updated

each week during the months of Octo-

ber–May [3].

We also wish to correct any miscon-

ceptions fostered by Dr. Hudson’s letter

[1] that the CDC was involved with the

formation of the National Flu Surveillance

Network (NFSN). CDC does not endorse

the NFSN and is not associated with this

enterprise. The NFSN is a proprietary

commercial system that promotes the sale

of the ZstatFlu rapid diagnostic test

(ZymeTx) and relies exclusively upon re-

sults of this test. The ZstatFlu test has re-

ported sensitivities of 65%–96% and spec-

ificities of 63%–92% compared with viral

culture [4–7]. Reported positive predictive

values of the test, compared with viral cul-

ture, had a range of 59%–79%. The test

is least accurate when the prevalence of

circulating influenza viruses is low, as is

the situation during the early and late

parts of the influenza season. This test also

does not distinguish between the presence

of influenza A or B viruses, which is a

matter of importance for institutions, such

as nursing homes, that frequently use am-

antadine or rimantadine to control influ-

enza A outbreaks. For chemoprophy-

laxis of influenza B outbreaks, the only

currently approved antiviral drug is osel-

tamivir.
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